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Abstract: Accurate values for the radii of ls atomic electrons are calculated in a recent paper by use of a 
one-parameter, purely radial expression for the electrostatic potential between the two electrons and the electrons and 
nucleus. This letter provides physical justification for the success of that model and shows that other one-parameter 
potentials can be constructed that give good results. 
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In a recent paper in this journal, Greenspan [1] calculates the average radii of first ring 
electrons in atoms by use of a simple, one-parameter formula. His values are remarkably close to 
those obtained from detailed quantum-mechanical culations by Herman and Skillman [2] and 
Waber and Cromer [4] (and tabulated by Slater [3]), differing by no more than a few percent in 
every case. It is interesting to consider the physical reasons for such 'unexpected' accuracy. 
Greenspan's method implicitly assumes that the repulsive interaction between the two ls 
electrons is essentially radial, and that their interaction with all outer electrons can be neglected. 
The total potential is given as V = V~. + Vj. + V,.j, where V~. + Vj. is the potential due to the 
attractive Coulomb interaction between the nucleus and ls electrons i and j ,  
Ze 2 Ze  2 
V/. + Vj. -- r,. 5 .  ' 
and V,j is the ansatz potential arising from the interaction between the two electrons, 
e 2 
V/J-- (1 + a)r~+.. "
The adjustable parameter a is slightly larger than zero and reflects the fact that spin-related 
effects will decrease the separation r,.j somewhat (see, for example, Woodgate [6]). It is further 
assumed that there is a 'maximum radius' r * - - s imp ly  the classical turning point of a quantum- 
mechanical particle in the potential V---where the ls  2 ionization energy E (the energy required 
to totally ionize the atom after all but the two ls  electrons have been removed) equals the 
potential energy V, so that 
2Ze 2 e 2 
E= V(  rin = r *, ryn=r* ,  rtj = 2r*  ) = - -  + 
r* (1 + ot)(2r* )1 .=" 
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Table 1 
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Atomic 
number 
Atom Quantum- Calculated Calculated Calculated 
mechanical radius (A) radius (.~) radius (~,) 
radius (,~,) using V 1 using V 2 using V 3 
1 H 0.53 - - - 
2 He 0.291 0.290 0.289 0.284 
3 Li 0.186 0.187 0.187 0.191 
4 Be 0.138 0.138 0.139 0.142 
5 B 0.110 0.110 0.110 0.113 
6 C 0.091 0.091 0.091 0.093 
7 N 0.078 0.078 0.078 0.079 
8 O 0.068 0.068 0.068 0.069 
9 F 0.060 0.060 0.060 0.061 
10 Ne 0.054 0.054 0.054 0.055 
11 Na 0.049 0.049 0.049 0.050 
12 Mg 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.045 
13 AI 0.042 0.041 0.041 0.042 
14 Si 0.039 0.038 0.038 0.039 
15 P 0.036 0.036 0.036 0.036 
16 S 0.034 0.033 0.033 0.034 
17 CI 0.032 0.031 0.031 0.032 
18 Ar 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.030 
19 K 0.029 0.028 0.028 0.028 
20 Ca 0.027 0.027 0.027 0.027 
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Fig. 1. Potentials V t, 1,'2, V 3 and V 4 and ls  2 ionization energy E for helium (Z  ffi 2). The 'maximum radius' r*  is the 
classical turning point of a particle with energy E in the potential V~ and occurs at E = V,(r*). 
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Greenspan then determines a value for the parameter a using experimentally determined E
values from [5] that best reproduces the average ls radii r (which he defines to be ½r*) given in 
[2, 3 and 4]. 
These are reasonably good assumptions. Indeed, the very accurate self-consistent-field method 
used by [2] and [4] includes the central-field approximation, which regards the atomic electrons 
as moving independently of one another in a spherically-averaged (radial) electric field. The 
outer closed shells of electrons have spherical charge distributions and so cannot contribute to 
the potential V, while spherical averaging of the charge due to electrons not in closed shells can 
be absorbed into the screening parameter a. This effect only influences the choice of a for low-Z 
atoms (and is responsible in part for their relatively poor calculated r values) since the 
electron-nucleus interaction dominates as the nuclear charge Z increases. Consequently it is not 
surprising that an a chosen to provide good values of r for low-Z atoms gives good values of r 
for high-Z atoms as well. 
It follows, then, that other purely radial, single-parameter electron-electron potentials can be 
found that give rather good values for the average ls electron radii. Table 1 presents r ( -  ½r*) 
values calculated using the potentials 
V,(r. ) = _e2( 2Z 1 ) 
r-~ (1 + a)(2r*) '+" 
(the potential used in [1]) with a = 0.030, 
V2(r.)=_e2(2Z 1 ) 
r* (2r.)1+0 
_ _ 
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Fig. 2. Potentials V 1, V 2, V 3 and V 4 and ls 2 ionization energy E for boron (Z  = 5). The seperation between the four 
curves decreases with increasing Z, due to the growing dominance of the electron-nucleus interaction term in the 
potentials. 
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with fl--0.028, and 
~( r*  )=-e2(  2Zr* e-2kr*)2r* 
with k = -0.5 ,~-1, to be compared with the values tabulated by Slater [3]. These potentials and 
lS 2 ionization energies E for helium (Z= 2) and boron (Z= 5) are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2, 
respectively, together with the potential 
V4(r* ) = -e22Z/ r  * 
that represents no interaction between the electrons, to illustrate the decreasing sensitivity with 
increasing Z of the ls radius to the form of the electron-electron potential. 
Finally, it should be noted that Greenspan's calculated value for the average radius of the 
single ls electron of hydrogen (0.530 ,~,) is nearly identical to the Bohr radius a 0 (0.529 ,~). The 
expectation value (~Pxs I rl~bls) (~kls is the ls electronic wavefunction), which is sometimes 
regarded as an 'average' radius, equals ~a0; however, the maximum of the radial charge density 
r2R2~ (Rls is the radial part of the electronic wavefunction)--the quantity that Herman and 
Skillman [2] and Waber and Cromer [4] actually calculate--equals a0. 
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